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Ah Spring!  When a young paranormalist’s fancy turns to “getting the hell 
out of the house and doing some investigating!”  Am I right?!

I had one of these moments last week.  It was my spring break from school. 
Many of my teacher friends had plans for cruises, Florida, Vegas, and taking
their kids to fun and educational places.  I knew two things: one, I did not 
want to go on a long trip and, two, my kids are far too old to take somewhere
cutesy, not to mention that they have jobs of their own.  I did want to take 
some kind of a day trip ….but where?  I knew it would have to involve the 
paranormal somehow, because that's how I roll.  I kept throwing it out to the 
universe and finally inspiration struck.  I would travel down to Vinton County 
in southern Ohio to see Hope Furnace and Moonville Tunnel.  Some fellow 
Fringe members had been there before (Read our report here).  Others, 

including me, had not.  However, trying to arrange the 3½ hour road trip again on everyone’s 
work schedules the past few summers had proved to be a daunting task.  So, with very little 
advanced planning (just ask the people I texted at 9 am asking if they’d let my dog out once or 
twice during the day) I hopped in the car by myself and drove.  It turned out to be an unusually 
gorgeous March day and all-in-all it was a great trip. Although, my shoes DID get soaking wet 
from the soggy  ground right around Hope Furnace and I had a total alone time of about 10 
minutes at Moonville Tunnel due to other visitors! 

Unpredictability is one of the hallmarks of an urban legend, though; from weather, to meeting up 
with other thrill seekers, to getting lost along the way. Urban legends like Gore Orphanage, 
Holcomb Woods, and the Elmore Rider are unique types of paranormal investigations with their 
own particular pros and cons.  

Kelly, Co-Director Fringe 
Paranormal

https://fringeparanormal.wordpress.com/2011/07/27/moonville-tunnel-and-hope-furnace/


Before we get started, it’s important to realize what makes up an urban myth or legend.  There 
are actually many types of these myths:

 

 “Someone flushed a baby alligator down the toilet or threw it in the sewer and now there are
massive alligators in the sewers of New York”  

In reality, alligators can’t live in cold climates or the cold and polluted waters of the New York City
sewer system. https://www.psychics.com/blog/urban-legends-pt-alligators-nyc-sewers/

 “I have a friend of a friend that got drunk at a party and woke up in a tub of ice with his kidneys
removed”.  

...the National Kidney Foundation has asked any individual who claims to have had his or her 
kidneys illegally removed to step forward and contact them. So far no one’s showed up. 

https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/youve-got-to-be-kidneying/

https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/youve-got-to-be-kidneying/
https://www.psychics.com/blog/urban-legends-pt-alligators-nyc-sewers/


All urban legends are passed through word of mouth, although in today’s age, many are spread 
around the internet. A lot of them are cautionary tales, perhaps making an attempt to keep young 
people on the straight and narrow.  In the paranormal world, we are interested in any urban 
legend that has a preternatural aspect to it. For example, the lonely stretch of road where a 
woman in white is seen walking and calling for her love, or the site of old train tracks where many 
a man lost his life and is now said to roam the area trying to hop the train once again.

An interesting fact about these myths is they have many similarities despite being in different 
locations.  Case in point: you can go to almost any county in Ohio and find a crybaby something, 
whether it be a bridge or a hill or a road.  The legend always has it that a multitude of children lost
their lives in either a fire or an accident of some kind and if you go at just the right hour, you’ll 
hear their cries.  There are also many myths that insist you perform a ritual such as turning off 
your car, blinking your headlights or honking your horn before an apparition will appear.  If you’re 
reading this, more than likely you’ve gone to a cemetery at night to see a glowing cross or 
peeked inside a mausoleum to see if the spirit of someone who died a tragic death will move 
anything while you watch.  Whether based in fact or a tale passed down to scare the bejeebers 
out of children, there are plenty of urban legends waiting to be explored.

Advantages:   One advantage to investigating urban legends is that they are 
easily accessible. Most are outdoors, and while some may be patrolled and/or 
closed at dusk,  many can be visited day or night as long as you are not 
trespassing on private property.  Also, time is on your side when investigating 
an urban legend.  When you’ve been called into a person’s home or business, 
most would like answers and evidence ASAP.  With an urban legend, you are 
free to take your time researching and revisiting the area.  One time, while 
exploring the McClure Crybaby Hill, the Fringe team, along with Weston 
Paranormal, captured some intriguing audio evidence to debunk the legend.  
(You can listen to the clip here).   The McClure Crybaby Hill has an interesting 
location - it is literally out in the middle of a corn field.  We’ve been able to test 
our audio evidence several times during different seasons to see if it will hold 

true both when the corn has grown tall and when the corn has been cut down.  So far it has!  

Disadvantages: Investigating outdoors also has its share of downsides. First, 
of course, is the weather.  One of our favorite urban legend investigations has 
been The Elmore Rider.  This is what is known as an “anniversary haunt”.  On 
March 21 each year in Elmore, Ohio, if you flash your lights and honk your 
horn three times on a certain bridge (people have different opinions on where 
exactly this is)  the phantom Elmore Rider might just make an appearance on 
his ghostly motorcycle!    (Check out Director Don's article here).  Now, if 
there’s anything more fickle than Ohio weather in March, I’m not sure what it is.
We’ve investigated this legend some years in snow storms and other years in 
short sleeved shirts.  One year one of our investigators even got his car stuck 
in a muddy field! 

"The Grinning Man"

“La Llorona”

https://fringeparanormal.wordpress.com/2013/02/14/the-legend-of-the-elmore-ghost-rider/
https://fringeparanormal.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/mcclure_echo.mp3?_=2
http://www.theparanormalguide.com/blog/grinning-man
https://www.ranker.com/list/scary-la-llorona-facts/jacob-shelton


 Also, while accessibility was listed above as an urban legend advantage, it can turn into a 
disadvantage when other people get the same idea!  I can’t even tell you how many times the 
Fringe team decided upon a “perfect” time to check out an urban legend location, only to find 
other people there.  This has happened to us at Holcomb Woods, McClure Hill, Gibbs Bridge, and
most recently (for me) at Moonville Tunnel.  It’s difficult to conduct a “serious” paranormal 
investigation of a location with party crashers (or more likely, partiers)  wandering around and 
contaminating your evidence!  Which leads me to probably the biggest disadvantage of 
investigating outdoors - the amount of evidence contamination that can be incurred using the 
equipment typically found in a paranormal investigator’s toolbox.  Insects, woodland creatures, 
and wind can cause odd sounds that might seem paranormal on audio playback if one is not 
diligent about tagging what is heard at the time.  What is captured in photographs also needs to 
be considered carefully, as shown by the following picture. 

 

What looks like a possible ectoplasmic mist is actually a breath 
exhaled at the time the photo was taken.  And then there’s orbs… 
Almost all orbs are caused by dust, water droplets, and insects, all
of which are beyond plentiful in the great outdoors, so Fringe does
not consider orbs in photos to be paranormal in nature, especially 
in nature!

Do you have a favorite urban legend location?  Share it with Fringe Paranormal on Facebook and
check out our other investigations at www.fringeparanormal.com 

The Fringe Paranormal / Haunted South Main School Team Poll:

What is your favorite Urban Legend ?

Andy M    Mine would be the Mothman. I believe that there are too many eye witness accounts 
for it to be fake. Over 150 in Point Pleasant West Virginia alone. I also would like to say that I do 
not think the mothman causes tragedy but is more of a warning sign of disaster

Kelly    I can honestly say that even though I was at Moonville Tunnel on a Wednesday 
afternoon at 2 pm, that place was creepy as all get out.  And the history is very interesting. I think
it has replaced Gore Orphanage as my favorite Urban Legend.  There will also always be a soft 
spot in my heart  for Abbott’s Tomb in my hometown!

Renee    Crybaby Lane, crybaby bridge... The Crybaby Lane in Wood County is the small North/ 
South stretch of Euler Rd between Weston and BG. Not far from the old Potter House Site 

Don    I've always been partial to the Elmore Ghost Rider. Who doesn't like a scary story about a 
headless ghost on a motorcycle?  It's also interesting when I find information to help piece 
together the origin of this urban legend

https://www.facebook.com/FringeParanormal/
http://www.fringeparanormal.com/


What do urban legends in Ohio and the Haunted South Main School have in common?  Well, with
no electricity, South Main suffers from extreme weather fluctuations!  We’ve been in a basic state 
of hibernation throughout the winter, but we’re ready to get back into action!  Here’s who we’re 
welcoming in the upcoming months:

*April         BSR Paranormal tours and guests

*May                  Ohio Nightshift Paranormal

*June         Private Paranormal Investigation (team not identified by request)   

*Late Spring  Toledo Ohio Ghost Hunters Society (TOGHS),  Ghost hunting class   

Check out the TOGHS Ghost Hunting classes. Dates throughout the year. Contact Owens or
TOGHS for more information 

Now it's time for......

https://www.facebook.com/ToledoGhostHunters/
https://www.facebook.com/ToledoGhostHunters/


Show and Tell

This is the girls restroom in the basement. Here we can see the emergency exit stairway that leads to a 
small escape door. This was added in 1958 when they built the gym and entranceway. Former students 
have said this was one of the scary spots in the school. With no lights on this area is pitch black. While 
there are no claims of negative activity we can almost imagine this as the backdrop of a creepy urban 
legend

“Class is back in session” !

We hope to see you at the school !

Don and Kelly


